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Abstract 

This study is done to explore the relationship between showcasing blend procedures and client reliability. 

The study concentrates on sustenance and refreshment item. The results of this examination are 

fundamental to perusers to comprehend the measurement that impacts client to purchase the items. 

Besides, the measurement is imperative to perceive the relationship of showcasing blend procedure which 

comprises of 4p's, for example, items, estimating, advancement and conveyance towards client reliability. 

Quantitative system is utilized as a part of this study. The respondents originate from 170 understudies at 

Kolej Universiti Insaniah (KUIN), Alor Setar. The outcome demonstrates there are critical relationship 

between item, valuing, advancement and dispersion toward client dependability. Future examination 

uncovers there is a noteworthy relationship between advertising blend method and client steadfastness. 

The unwaveringness impacted by measurement of items, value, advancement and conveyance. 
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1.0 Introduction: Showcasing is a standout amongst the most critical parts of developing a business. A 

venture additionally will pay for itself again and again. Yet it is frequently misconstrued or 

disregarded because of an absence of time, assets and learning of its potential. It is regularly 

mistaken for offering or publicizing however, it envelops substantially more everything from 

organization, society and executive marking, notoriety, correspondence and morals. 

   This is through situating, statistical surveying, estimating focuses, dispersion, new business and 

item advancement to promoting and advancing. The methodology behind a brand must move hobby, 

connect with interesting and expand on a business notoriety and picture. It must take advantage of the 

right correspondence mediums and be arranged, investigated and quantifiable.It may fuse anything 

from statistical surveying, direct showcasing and online presentation, business to business or business 

to client correspondence. Today showcasing methodologies can be very differing and didn't really 

limited to print; radio and TV additionally connect with the client through inventive online and 

computerized battles.  

    It is well worth utilizing an expert showcasing office to help devise and actualize a customized 

advertising methodology giving a focused edge. Showcasing is the imperative component in the 

business area. Promoting additionally gave enormous effect on client day by day life from marked 

outfit, skimmed site and watched promotion. The client is confronting assortment of picking the item 

and administrations over the business sector.  
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Achievement advertising technique will have the capacity to persuade the client utilizing their items 

and administrations offered then can expand business benefit (Kotler and Keller, 2009). Ordinarily, 

the client will go for popular, marked and stable item. Showcasing movement is the equivalent word 

with huge and popular organization. In nourishment and refreshment industry, item, for example, 

stew, tomato and soy sauce, nearby heartfelt and carbonated beverage was a decent illustration as day 

by day sustenance item look by client. 

 

1.1 Background of Small Medium Enterprise (SME) in Malaysia: Lately the total of SME 

entrepreneur is increasing.  Zimmerer and Scarborough (1994), this country was the appearance of 

SME in a big amount.  Kuratko and Hodgetts (1995), SME’s known as important component is the 

west country's economy.  But in Malaysia, the definition of SME often debated, especially to those 

who involve in the service and business industries such as farming and manufacturing. 

   National SME Development Council (NSDC) gave a different meaning of SME depend on the 

agencies and different criteria.  In year 2005, NSDC divided SME to said division.  SME divided into 

three main categories which are Micro, Small and Medium.  These three categories are based on two 

deciding (1) total of the business employee; or total of business profit sales in a year.SME contribute 

big impact to the economy.  The government also gave aid in aspect of money, training, consultation 

and lot more in order to stabilize local SME and generating economy.  In example government has 

approved allocation of RM3.7 billion to execute 19 main programs for development of SME’s in year 

2007 (Utusan Malaysia, January 20th 2007). 

   The involved programs are 134 to develop SME ability and capacity, especially in human capital 

development, marketing and promotion.  In year 2008, government allocates 1.2 billion funds to 

minimize SME entrepreneur burden because of cost increased including fuel.Clearly mention a big 

fund channel to SME local entrepreneur in Malaysia.  The entire given find shows that SME play a 

big role in Malaysia economy.  This is proven by year 2007, there are total of 567,480 SME’s local 

entrepreneur (Utusan Malaysia,July 10th 2009).  SME contribute to exact KDNK about 32% and 

19% is from export value as awhole. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement: This research done base on information in local newspaper, SME are covered 

with wide coverage.  Entrepreneur aided with incentives from government.  Unfortunately, not all 

SME can compete in market especially micro SME.  Researcher view, there is a gap between 

product produce by SME with custierm acceptance. 

    Most of the problems occur are centre on product marketing activities such as product strategy, 

pricing, promotion and distribution which done by SME entrepreneur.  Nowadays, customers are 

smart in doing buying decision.  They are exposed with various campaign which mainly giving 

guideline to be a smart customer. 

    Malaysian customers are clever in searching information toward foods labelling.  Research shown 

27% Malaysian customer applied this while buying any product (Bernama, September 4th 2008).  

This encourage customer to be more particular in buying especially food product.  There are several 

matter occur in SME’s food and beverage product. 

Realizing the contribution of SME’s to country, this research conduct as to see customer loyalty 

towards SME product.  This research want to study are there any relation between marketing mix 

strategy in SME food and beverage product with customer loyalty. 

   Marketing Mix was chosen base on customer report, there are several matters occur relate to 

marketing such as problem from SME marketing mix strategy such as quality, packaging, branding, 

less effective promotion method and distribution matter  
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1.3  Research Question: Refer to the matter and issues which in part 1.1 until 1.3, there are several 

question been highlighted in this research. 

1.3.1 Are there any relationships between product strategy in SME’s food and beverage product with 

customer loyalty? 

1.3.2 Are there any relationships between pricing strategy in SME’s food and beverage product with 

customer loyalty? 

1.4 Research Objectives: Base on the arising questions, the main objectives of this research as 

mentioned below: 

1.4.1 Identifying relationship between product strategy in SME’s food and beverage product with 

customer loyalty. 

1.4.2 Identifying relationship between pricing strategy in SME’s food and beverage product with 

customer loyalty. 

 

2.0 Literature Review: In this paper the writing surveys talking about relationship between advertising 

blend method and client dedication. Perusers will become more acquainted with past examination about 

advertising blend procedure with client dependability. Start of this part, scientist clarifies past discourse 

with respect to promoting idea which is advertising blend and relationship showcasing. The advertising 

ideas are imperative to demonstrate that promoting blend system still applicable to be connected these 

days and in the meantime to fortify exploration. Moreover, writing audits are concentrating on 

relationship between advertising blend technique with client dedication.  

   In the writing survey, there are four principle measurements in the promoting blend, for example, items, 

estimating, advancement and conveyance are being examined. Understanding the exploration system is 

going to help giving fathom and clear picture to peruser with respect to about the study. 

 

2.1 Marketing Concept: Showcasing is a wide action in the business world. Meaning of showcasing is 

diverse on past specialist supposition. As indicated by Carson, Gilmore, Perry and Gronhaug (2001) 

academician characterize showcasing is a situated of order which capable to society, understudy, 

advertiser and scholarly. The advertiser, for example, agent sees the showcasing idea as a movement to 

comprehend the business, to move along furthermore to add to a connection with it.  

   As indicated by Lamb, Hair, McDaniel, Summer and Gardiner (2009) promoting can be separated into 

two which from reasoning and application perspective. Besides, as indicated by Kotler and Keller (2001) 

advertising alludes to how to know and top off human needs likewise society. In the public arena angle 

advertising is about the procedure on how individual and society get thier needs and aim all through 

procedure of compacting, offering additionally item trade and administrations which host esteem with 

other gathering.  

  This mean, showcasing blend system which speaking to measurement of item, valuing, advancement, 

appropriation not suitable to be apply in advertising field. Result from new research demonstrated that 

showcasing blend still pertinent and utilized by broker (Zineldin and philipson, 2007). Result from the 

examination straightforwardly denying relationship advertising idea that supplanting showcasing blend.  

   As indicated by Kotler et al. (2002) relationship showcasing and advertising blend are two diverse idea 

and the application rely on upon kind of client additionally run business. 

 

2.2 Relationship Marketing Appearance and Marketing Mix:The brisk and unfix development 

bringing about the merchants rebuild their business to guarantee the organization stable and ceaselessly 
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create. It is incorporate together with the examination and upgrade the connected showcasing exercises. 

This brought on another new technique in showcasing field which is relationship advertising.  

    It was a standard showed up in year 1983 to supplant value-based showcasing which concentrate on 

advertising blend speaking to item, valuing, advancement and conveyance (Zineldin and Philipson, 2007). 

This idea shows up and growing particularly in administration and industry documented (Gronroos, 

1994).  

    "Relationship promoting is a balanced medium, with customized informing being conveyed to focused 

on crowd" (Nelson, 2007). Contrasted with promoting blend that concentrating on 4P's (item, estimating, 

advancement and dissemination), relationsihip advertising was an idea to see showcasing as an action 

which include all the representative in the association create and keep up persistent connection, a shared 

correspondence with client (Gronroos, 1994). 

 

2.3 Marketing Mix Dimension with Customer Loyalty: Promoting blend technique presented 

following mid 1960's (Gronroos, 1994). This idea was created by Niel Borden to view the vital of certain 

component in advertising. The recorded measurement incorporates item, evaluating, brand, bundling, 

overhauling, publicizing and appropriation (Zineldin and Philipson, 2007).  

Alongside the time changed, "P" measurement in showcasing blend increment until twelve measurement 

of "P" including individual viewpoint, physical resource and system (Goldsmith, 1999). Futhermore, new 

"P" measurement added to politic, open connection, individuals and procedure (Brookes, 1988).  

   This is obviously demonstrated that showcasing blend component which speaking to 4P's still can be 

utilized as of not long ago. The imperative thing is 4p's uphold, making powerful methods, so that the act 

of compelling either in short or long haul. It additionally can expand relationship in the middle of retailer 

and client. Table 2.1 demonstrates the primary components in showcasing blend (Brooksbank, 1994). 

 

Table 2.1: Elements in Marketing Mix Dimension 

Product Pricing Promotion Distribution 

-Quality -Price list -Advertising -Distributor 

-Brand -Discount -Direct selling -Retailer 

-Packaging -Allowance -Merchandise -Location 

-Service -Postponed  promotion -Inventory 

-Guarantee payment -Public relation -Transportation 

-Design -Price offered -E-mail  

  -Pamphlet  

 

2.3.1 Customer Loyalty and Product: Item is isolated into two which is business and client item, Lamb, 

et al. (2009). Item can be from thing that can be seen, for example, shoes, shirt or in type of 

administrations, for example, interview administration. In terms of examine about item, there are a few 

thing ought to be concentrate on, for example, brand, quality, plan and bundling and parcel more.  

  In this matter, organization ought to turn out with different methods which can help up the interest so 

that the items can achievement in business. Brand that can't acknowledge by outside business sector is a 

test face by the organization. Besides, item that is create by the organization ought to accompany its own 

particular claim to fame to persuade forthcoming purchaser.  

Among the essential components inside item is brand and item quality. Item assessment can be measure 

base on brand, cost and item bundling (Selnes, 1993). As per Selnes (1993), there is a positive 

relationship between item mark with client unwaveringness and expand purchaser fulfillment toward the 

item.  
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  As per Krake (2005), brand is vital figure SME's base on activity of SME's business visionary itself to 

create brand toward their item. Moreover, outline and item suitability is critical to client. A planned item 

ought to be anything but difficult to utilize, suitable and top off client expectation. Maker and dealer 

ought to comprehend or know the client needs. 

 

2.3.2 Customer Loyalty and Pricing: Evaluating was one of the promoting blend measurements. 

Value implies an aggregate of cash or quality that can be consider change to get the item or 

administration (Kerin, Hartley amd Rudelius, 2009). Client dependably needs a sensible cost in 

purchasing item and administrations. In the event that the estimating not indicating estimation of the item, 

client won't any longer steadfast. Client willing to spend certain measure of cash to get item they need 

and satisfy their needs (Bils, 1989). Brooksnbank (1994) clarify the principle components in advertising 

blend, for example, markdown, stipend and credit.  

   An exploration done by Cambell (1999) indicated there is huge connection between valuing with 

consumer loyalty. Clients fulfill with suitable costs and worth. There is other examination demonstrate 

that client feel that item value sole by retailer not worth on the grounds that retailers dependably get 

advantage from item sole (Kahneman, 1998; Cambell, 1999). 

 

2.3.3 Customer Loyalty and Promotion: Advancement was kind of correspondence utilized by vender 

to convey, compliment and expanding planned client concerning indicated item with the goal that client 

pull in and straightforwardly purchase the item (Lamb et al., 2009). There are different advancement 

procedure utilized, for example, publicizing, stock advancement and direct offering (Lamb et al., 2009; 

Kotler and Keller, 2009; Kerin et.al., 2009; Brooksbank, 1994). It can be convey to client in type of 

money or not fund. Stock advancement given to client likewise calls as client advancement. Maker and 

retailer ought to focus the most ideal route for advancing item and administration offered to client. The 

picked route is by picking best system that suits to item either through promoting, direct offering and 

others.  

   For instance, exploration done by Gaski and Etzel (1986) demonstrated there is no connection in the 

middle of advancement and consumer loyalty. The advancement component was set aside in light of the 

fact that it doesn't have direct connection to client (Gaski, 2008). This is on the grounds that, component 

of advancement in promoting more identify with retailer by doing publicizing, premises environment 

additionally collaboration in the middle of retailer and the client itself (Gaski, 2008).  

These days, there are numerous technique for advancement done by maker other than promoting system 

in broad communications. Coordinated Marketing Communication (IMC) is a technique that can advance 

item at business sector base on business target. This strategy coordinates blend in advancement 

component, for example, promoting, open connection, stock advancement additionally individual offering 

to convey successful data to client (Boone and Kurtz, 2007). 

 

2.3.4 Customer Loyalty and Distribution: Conveyance is fourth measurement in promoting blend. 

Circulation incorporate wide field, for example, advertising channel, retailing likewise logistics 

administration (Kerin et al.,2009). Dissemination swing to be needs to client and client in light of the fact 

that can make them simple and diminishing expense (Pooja and Andotra, 2007). As per Wagner (1992), 

one of the approaches to fulfill client and client in dissemination action is by doing exploration towards 

administrations gave to them.  

    As indicated by Kerin et al. (2009) client will get advantage from method for overseeing full of feeling 

appropriation. Be that as it may, just a few immediate examination identify with circulation and consumer 

loyalty (Gaski, 2008). This base on past exploration, standard system to study the connection in the 
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middle of dissemination and consumer loyalty more to component in dispersion itself, for example, 

retailers variable and purchasing environment.  

There are no exploration identify with appropriation in light of the fact that measurement to circulation 

more concentrate on connection component in the middle of client and retailer, additionally consumer 

loyalty base on administrations gave at purchasing spot (Gaski, 2008). This exploration likewise 

concurred by Ferdous and Towfique (2008) demonstrates the component of retailing had noteworthy 

connection with consumer loyalty. 

 

2.4 Customer Loyalty: The term client reliability is utilized to portray the conduct of rehash client, and 

additionally those that offer great rating, surveys or testimonials. Some client do a specific organization 

an extraordinary administration by offering good informal reputation with respect to an item, telling loved 

ones, consequently adding them to the quantity of steadfast client. Nonetheless, client unwaveringness 

incorporates a great deal more. It is a procedure, a system, or a gathering of projects designed for keeping 

a customer glad so he or she will give more business.  

    Client dependability may be an one-time project or motivator, or a progressing gathering of projects to 

allure clients. Purchase one –get sans one projects are extremely prominent, as are buys that accompany 

refunds or free blessings. Another great motivation for accomplishing client devotion is putting forth a 

danger free trial period for an item or administration.  

Base on writing survey, can be outline advertising blend concealed wide field. It secured item 

measurement, valuing, advancement and conveyance. There are numerous investigates demonstrated a 

critical connection between measurements in promoting blend technique with client devotion. Base on 

writing audit furthermore past upheld examination, advertising blend connection with client faithfulness 

is clarifying at surface level.  

   There is very little research feast in advertising blend connection towards SME's item with client 

faithfulness. All exploration in regards to SME's more concentrate on showcasing systems which done by 

SME's business person with related idea with SME's business, for example, business visionaries 

attributes, advertising perspective in SME's, entrepreneurial promoting and parcel more (O'Donnell and 

Cummins, 1998; Siu and Kirby, 1999; Hill, 2001; Morris, Schindehutte and LaForge, 2002. 

 

3.0 Research Methodology: This paper clarifies on utilized technique while doing the examination. 

Inside of this part peruser can know utilized exploration outline, examining configuration, 

examination instrument plan, information investigation method and determination of solid exploration 

information. Base on clarification in this part, perusers can get clear view in regards to about the 

exploration. SME's item was decided to study steadfastness phenomena.Descriptive study is suitable 

with the research conduct because the research help in giving view for future research (Sekaran, 

2003).  Furthermore, the research not hold to any focus group to be respondent. 

   Quantitative method is being used throughout this research.  This method is chose because the 

suitableness with questionnaire distribute to respondent.  The received data is primary data which is 

received from respondent.  This method is suitable to be used for many respondents (Hair et al.,2007).   

   In this exploration, analyst use quantitative strategy for information accumulation. Quantitative 

information are utilizing factual examination technique. To dissect quantitative information, there are 

a few procedures done. Disperse survey to respondent is in target structure. To gather information 

from result get which are in destinations shapes, there are five (5) factual examination used to answer 

the inquiry.  

  The said examination in Reliability Test, Factor Analysis, Descriptive Analysis, Correlation Pearson 

Test and Multiple Regression Analysis. In the exploration, there are four measurements which will be 
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tried, for example, item, evaluating, advancement and appropriation. All measurements have 42 things 

to be investigated. These things need variable examination with a specific end goal to lessen huge 

variables to be important element, deciphered and can be watched (Cavana et al., 2000; Norkhazzaina, 

2009).  

   The examination distinct will apply to information in Part A with a specific end goal to get general 

data on respondent foundation. Relationship Pearson Test used to see connection between item 

procedure, estimating, advancement and dissemination with client devotion. Numerous relapse 

examination is to see the connection between autonomous variables with ward variables. In the 

exploration, this examination connected is to see are there connection between promoting blend 

procedure in neighborhood SME sustenance and refreshment item with client steadfastness. 

 

4.0 Discussion and Recommendation: On this paper clarify exploration result in regards to advertising 

blend connection and SME's item with client dedication. In this part, scientist concentrate on further 

clarification about exploration result. Inside of this part, there are a few proposed proposition via 

specialist to different gatherings include in SME particularly to SME's business visionary.  

  Trust that proposal offered adds to SME's delivering efficiency advantage and expanding client 

reliability. This part was separated into a few sections. Section one, scientist are concentrating on 

theory test outcome. Specialist additionally gave a few proposition bases on gathered exploration 

result. At long last, specialist likewise say a few confronted constraint in the exploration additionally 

the extra activity that can be apply in future examination. 

  Client dependability level on SME's nourishment and drink item at min 0.00 qualities. Examination 

result demonstrates that client faithful to SME's sustenance and drinks item however then still at 

medium level in general.  

There are a few reasons empowering the client reliability. Variables that energize client devotion can 

be known base on examination investigate got from past part. Generally speaking, there are a few 

components support the increment of client faithfulness. From item perspective, client fulfilled in 

light of the fact that SME's item have its own particular personality contrast with other item in 

business sector.  

   Despite the fact that client dependability with item advancement done by SME's yet there are still 

client who is faithful not base on item advancement. A portion of the client gets to be steadfast 

towards SME's sustenance and refreshment item advancement which is done at grocery store, night 

business, ranch showcase by MADA and any open show by government and non-administrative 

association (NGO's).  

  Then again, aftereffect of low client dependability is because of a few variables. Examination result 

found that client not faithful to the item in light of the fact that there are deformity at item acquired. 

Further more, the SME's sustenance and refreshment item commercial at some point can't pull in the 

client to be steadfast towards said item. 

  Examination result demonstrates that there is critical connection between SME's sustenance and 

refreshment item technique with client unwaveringness. This is upheld with examination done by 

Yoon and Kijewski (1997) demonstrates that, there is connection between item quality and client 

reliability likewise fulfillment. This connection bolstered by past exploration demonstrates that, there 

is certain connection between item marks with client reliability.  

    Further more, research additionally upheld by Babber et al; (2002) sealed that client are faithful to 

the item which can satisfy their needs. Base on huge result; demonstrate that client put consideration 

on purchasing nourishment and drink with qualities, for example, crisp and solid fixing. There are 

some component constrained by client in purchasing sustenance and refreshment item. Client is 
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extremely delicate to SME's sustenance and drink item quality. This is base on exploration result 

demonstrates that client get to be unfaithful towards SME's sustenance and refreshment item they 

purchased in light of the item at business sector. Adjacent to that client on SME's sustenance and 

drink item got to be faithful in light of the fact that it have own personality contrast with other item in 

business, for example, Power Root Ali Cafe. 

   Other case on SME's nourishment and drink item is serunding, kuih-muih tradisional, supporting 

drink, for example, espresso and part more. A remarkable character on SME's nourishment and 

refreshment item is distinctive contrast with other item, for example, snacks, chocolate and 

carbonated beverage. The distinction had given decision to client in purchasing SME's nourishment 

and drink item. To make faithful client, it is not so much need to work harder but rather work "more 

quick witted". Focus on things that business visionary and retailer can do which can help to keep 

client cheerful. Roll out improvements before need to. Request that what changes need make in 

business keeping in mind the end goal to give client an incredible affair. At that point begin the 

progressions that bode well. Offer the administration with identity.  

     Relationship promoting is changing the way advertisers use conventional media channels to 

fabricate brand picture and mindfulness. Advertisers are not simply re-designating advertisement 

spending plan between existing media items, they are exploiting entire new arrangement of media 

decisions. The point is to assemble relationship rather than an one-time deal, which is termed as an 

exchange.  

Scientist feeling, SME's item ought to have solid brand which can draw in purchaser consideration. Base 

on Krake (2005), all SME's business person not think about their item image administration. This is on 

the grounds that; the familiarity with marking is not the primary fascination in SME's business person in 

setting advertising expenses. Base on posting from SME Corporation site, scientist found that SME's 

nourishment image is the author's name. 

 

5.0 Conclusion:  There are a great deal of decisions on SME's sustenance and refreshment item at 

business sector. SME's business person needs to contend keeping in mind the end goal to appropriate 

their item equivalent to other global organization at business sector. So the scientist proposes to more 

extensive the advancement procedure. These days, there are numerous strategies to advance 

sustenance and drink item. Can't be denied, promoting expense at broad communications, for 

example, TV is high. To little and miniaturized scale business person, they don't have enough 

wellspring of cashflow to do as such.  

  Base on examination result, there are a few client confronting issue to get SME's nourishment and 

drink supply. SME's business visionary ought to more extensive their nourishment supply dispersion 

system. Steady in nourishment supply, so that SME's item can without much of a stretch find at 

business. Further more, retailer likewise assume part in creating client dependability. Administration 

given to client can urge then to be faithful in utilizing item they purchased.  

   This on the grounds that, by and large client can get to be steadfast and faithful can be creating base 

on SME's item promoting blend system. However, there is still parcel of change ought to be done so 

that SME's item can maintain at business. Consequently, promoting action ought to upgrade in future. 

The administration gave numerous impetuses to expanded SME's efficiency. Business visionary ought 

to get the opportunity, so that SME's nourishment and drink item can contend with equivalent 

different acclaimed brand. 
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